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Name of the Activity / Event
Theme/Topic

Organised by
Venue

Date and Duration
Participants

File Accession Dossier

: Friday Activity

: Singathon

: R,DPS

: 11.08.17 (40 mins)

: Students of Class VIII A-E

: Intra class Activity Dossier

. To give an exposure to the embryonic talents of the students.

. To develop a spirit of team work.

. To express joy and other emotions through music.

' To explore cause and effect experimenting with music instruments and other devices for creating
sounds.

DESCRIPTION:

"Art is an organ of human life, transmitting man's reasonableperception into feeling"

Co-circuiar actavities are those aciivities wnich neip stuoents rn Durioing up their skiiis or nourishing their

inner capabilities. Music binds soul, hearts and emotions. It is a known fact that music is the best method

of relaxation. Considering all these things, the Friday activity, Group song competition was organised by

RDPS. The students were intimated regarding the activity well in advance. The criteria for evaluation

were discussed before presentation. The students formed a group of B-10 members from each section to

s',iwcase their talent. The songs selected for this competition were comprised of motivation and patriotic

themes, The competition reached to its zenith excitement with an absorbing competition among all the

participants. Each class showed their mastery over voice modulation, sur, rhythm and other important

aspects of singing. All the classed were eager to emerge as victorious. Students were excited and

enthusiastic in performing in front of their classmates.

i

The judges applauded the innovation and creativity of the students. Appreciation rvas gire\., ro1- the hard

work put forward by the students and teachers.
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